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Predilection to daylight is especially clear in the AN-AL group. They commented that 
they prefer daylight for reading mostly because it is easier for them to find a comfortable 
reading position, so they may hold paper close to the eyes and avoid deep shadows.  

 

Which light distribution do you prefer in a room for permanent stay? 

    N (18)  AL-AN (6) RP (5) 
Very even   6  3  2 
Even    3  3  1 
Varied    8  0  1 
Very varied   1  0  1 
 
All light sensitive objects prefer even or very even light distribution, objects from other 
groups have split opinion.  

Which light level do you prefer in a room for permanent stay? 

    N (18)  AL-AN (6) RP (5) 
High    11  1  1 
Low      7  5  4 
 
Most visually impaired objects claim, that they prefer generally low light level in a room 
for permanent stay. 
 
 

5. Conclusions and discussion 
 
It was a good correlation between the daylighting preferences that appeared in the full-
scale study and the answers given in the interview.  
 
The following trend preferences were found in the study: 
 
Objects having diagnosis ocular albinisme (AL) and aniridi (AN): 
 

 the visual contact with the outside is very important,  

 large windows, giving a wide and remote view toward greenery and/or water are 
preferred 

 glary light sources are not acceptable: 
o a view toward sky should be avoided: windows should be situated as low 

as possible or sunshading devices should be used to effectively reduce 
the luminance on the window surface when the sky luminance is too high 

o any electrical light sources that may cause glare should be avoided 
o electrical light sources that create a strong light spots (especially on room 

surfaces having high reflection factors) should be used with care 

 rather low mean illuminance 
o rather small windows 

 rather even light distribution 
o lamps that give an even light distribution on the room surfaces, e.g. wall-

washers, are a good choice 
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o dark spaces in the room should be avoided e.g. in corners or beneath a 
table 

 modeling is important for visibility, e.g. shading devices should not diffuse light 
completely,  

 daylight (delivered through windows) is a preferable lighting for reading (in 
contrast to electrical light delivered from small fixtures), a preferable reading 
position is with the back to the window 

 a preferable sitting position in the room, e.g. by the table, is with the back to the 
window, or with the side if the window is not in the visual field,  

 
Objects having diagnosis retinitis pigmentosa (RP): 
 

 the visual contact with the outside is important,  

 large windows, giving a wide and remote view toward water, greenery and/or 
human activities are preferable 

 glary light sources are not acceptable: 
o a view toward sky should be minimized, sunshading devices should be 

used to reduce the luminance of the window surface depending on the 
sky conditions 

o any electrical light sources that may cause glare should be avoided 

 rather high illuminance levels are preferred 
o rather large windows 
o many lamps giving a rather high mean illuminance  

 varied, but not glary light distribution is preferred 
o spots dimmed by e.g. 50%, that give a varied light distribution but not too 

high luminances on the room surfaces are a good choice 

 both, daylighting and electrical lighting are acceptable for reading, a preferable 
reading position by a window is with the back to the window 

 a preferable sitting position in the room, e.g. by the table, is with the back or the 
side to the window, a position with the view toward the window is not acceptable 
at all. 

 
Normally seeing objects: 
 

 the visual contact with the outside is very important,  

 large windows, giving a wide and remote view toward water and/or greenery are 
preferable,  

o horizontal, rather than vertical windows,  
o if venetian blinds: inside, rather than outside, light wood or white rather 

than dark or colored 
o if curtains: very thin or thin, white or neutral color 

 rather high illuminance levels are preferred 
o large or very large windows 
o many lamps giving a rather high mean electrical illuminance  

 clear preferences for light distribution were not found 
o lighting made of wall-washers in the 100% power was the best choice 
o lighting made of spots dimmed by e.g. 50%, was as good choice as 

lighting made of wall-washers dimmed 50% 

 glary light sources are annoying but not unacceptable: 
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 daylighting rather than electrical lighting are preferred for reading, a preferable 
reading position by a window is with the back/side to the window 

 a preferable sitting position in the room, e.g. by the table, is with the back to the 
side wall that gives overview over activities in the room, possibility for the view 
out and the feeling of protection owing to the wall. 

 
This research project showed considerable differences with regard to lighting 
preferences between subjects with normal vision and subjects with visual impairment 
from three diagnosis groups. We learned that the luminance distribution in a room is a 
very important behavioral factor for visually impaired people. The danger for visual 
discomfort is much higher than for normally seeing people because the adaptation 
process is poorer and much slower. Therefore any potential sources for glare, both 
windows and lamps should be controlled. 
 
Even if we find trend preferences for each diagnosis group, intra-group differences are 
so large that individual lighting assessments and the mapping of individual lighting needs 
are needed. We might also suspect that for other eye diseases, new preferences will be 
discovered, and thus emphasize the need for an individual approach.  
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